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Synagogue Het Tet Yud

When I learned to recite the Hebrew alephbet, the next three letters 
Het Tet Yud were spoken in a rush, like elemenohpee in the En-
glish alphabet. Het signifies life, Tet, the good, and Yud, the hand. 
Their combinations are suggestive for architecture. They might 
comprise a series of 3 interrelated projects: Your Synagogue, My 
Synagogue, Our Synagogue. Yours is what “you” want, what the 
world expects, the Tradition! of Fiddler on the Roof. Mine will be 
what “I” want, the place I feel most in tune with this Holy Universe. 
Ours may become a synthesis and commentary on the other two.

It is easy to believe in a benevolent Divinity when all is right with the 
world. In Super-Bowl post game shows, we often hear praise of The 
Lord from winning team members. I wonder how that same Lord 
fares in the losers’ locker room. I have never felt more blessed, where 
the world around me so completely supported my inner aspirations, 
as I did during a 2009 residency at The MacDowell Colony. Adams, 
my splendid and spacious studio there, was de facto the current best 
fit for My Synagogue. So I carefully documented and modeled it in 
SketchUp. Photos of work on studio walls became equivalent sur-
faces in the digital model. There my mind was both in focus and in 
flux. Deep study came in slow time, even stop time; work got done 
yet the clock did not change! On the facing page shadowed models 
pop off the page and picture plane, yet also drop deeply into nested 
self-reference with their own ghostly interiors. 

Walking to my studio one morning, I wondered what kind of 
concert hall would fit the works of composer Alvin Singleton, a 
fellow colonist whose music ranges from cerebral to sensuous, 
from concerto to discotheque. After a quick freehand sketch, I 
translated that passing whim into full-fledged architecture in less 
than a day. The classic central plan sustains concert stage and 
seating across a dance hall with 3 tiers of nightclub boites facing 
a wide dance ramp. Balcony access resolves the syncopation of 
the 8 and 12 foot vertical intervals. Corners contain fire stairs 
and services. For one person to go from rough sketch to finished 
design in a day is an astonishing development in the history of 
architecture. While long experience facilitated rapid decisions, 
digital technology resolved the Idea to high precision and clarity. 
Just as in 1946, form emerges from solid darkness into timely 
light, or is it the other way around?





BUT THEn i LOOKEd AriOUnd, fELT THAT AMSTErdAM wAS THE 
OriGin Of TOUrO And SO MAnY OTHErS, in A wAY, ????
And wAS MY OriGin ????
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